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Training Services – Online Only During COVID-19 
Prices are negotiable for small libraries or organizations; reach out for more information. 

• $2500 full training series of 2, 2.5-hour interactive workshops on separate days 
• $750-1500 partial training, typically 90 minutes to 2 hours, fees depend on length and interactivity 
• $500 one-hour basic overview webinar or conference session 
• Online course or series of virtual workshops: negotiable based on length and needs 
• Keynote presentations negotiable based on length and conference scale 

Within the scope of the above, training content is customizable to the client’s needs. 

Webinars and conference sessions are available on the following topics: 

• History and How-to of Library-Social Work Collaboration: What’s involved? What are some different 
models of how it’s done? How can we begin to build towards a social work hire? 

• Relationships Are the New Reference Collection™: Use a whole person, whole system approach to 
cultivate, curate, and connect your own collection of social service resources. 

• Sustainable Practice with or without a Social Worker: Library staff members benefit from learning 
how to apply concepts from social work either 1) to better support and work alongside a staff social 
worker, and/or 2) provide holistic services without a social worker while maintaining good 
boundaries and avoiding burnout.  

• Whole Person Library Management™: Staff members who provide excellent human service are best 
able to do that work when they receive the same consideration from management that they are 
expected to give to patrons. Learn to apply social work methods to supervision and management. 

Additional topics or innovative combinations of the services listed above are available on request. The above 
topics interweave with one or more of the following social work concepts: 

• Person-in-Environment 
• Cultural Humility 
• Social Justice and Advocacy 
• Reflective Practice/Reflective Supervision 

Reflective supervision services are also available upon request at a consulting rate of $100/hour. Some 
examples include but are not limited to: 

• Library social workers who want to discuss their experiences as a means of learning from and 
understanding library values and processes. 

• Library leaders or other library staff who are starting or in the process implementing community 
engaged work to build a relationship-based reference collection. 

• Library leaders who would like to engage in an ongoing process of acculturating library staff to 
collaborating with a social worker or social services, including defining roles, setting boundaries, and 
making adjustments through reflective practice. 


